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June 1766 â€“ Havana, CubaAdam Fletcher begins a life-altering quest when he travels to help

deliver cargo in the West Indies. Not long after the Carolina Gypsy arrives in the bustling port of

Havana, Cuba, Adam ventures out on his own to track down a man who he has been told may have

information about his father. His plans are complicated, however, when he ends up being taken

hostage by the very men he hired as interpreters. When his shipmates receive a ransom letter, they

launch a desperate search to find him, but meanwhile, Adam plots his own escape from the hands

of his captors. Once he discovers whoâ€™s behind it all, he starts thinking that maybe he should

have left well-enough alone instead of trying to dig up secrets that were buried in the past.Captured

in the Caribbean is the second book in the Adam Fletcher Adventure Series of historical fiction

novels. If you like fast-moving adventures, impetuous young heroes, suspense-filled plots, and a

dash of romance, then you'll love Sara Whitford's entertaining series!
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Really enjoyed this colorfully woven tale, with its many layers and startling six-degrees of separation

surprises.Adam Fletcher is the likeable and intense hero of this action-packed historical fiction

series set in the mid-18th century. Although grounded in the Carolinas and the port city of Beaufort

featured in Sara Whitford's first book, "The Smuggler's Gambit", "Captured in the Caribbean" travels

to Cuba with a sailing crew of high-spirited, sometimes well-lubricated, scamps and scoundrels. One

of them is described as being about as handsome as an oyster, a description that will stick with me

for awhile I suspect:)You can't help being caught up in the spirit of adventure as young Adam

Fletcher sets out try to find the man who may be his father against the backdrop and intrigue of

Havana in a time of pirates and rum runners and slave ships and - in Adam's case -

kidnappers.Whitford builds Adam's character throughout the intrigue that finds him at first naively

trusting and ultimately calculating and savvy. He's also bit of a MacGyver with a pocket-knife, and

most endearing when defending his mother's honor and discovering curiosity after curiosity in his

family history.After a satisfying read, I'm looking forward to finding out what happens next.

Recommended.

I found some of the captured/escaped/captured/escaped stuff a little tedious, but I really loved the

story and the characters. Getting to catch a glimpse of life in the mid-1700s is interesting, too. This

has probably been my least favorite of the 4 books in this series so far, but it was still pretty darn

good. Glad that Adam got some answers about his family of origin, even if they aren't what he

expected!

In the sequel to The Smuggler's Gambit, again the author Sara Whitford has a winner. The story

continues where the first book leaves the reader, with the main character Adam Fletcher going out

to sea for the first time on a trade run for his boss, Emmanuel Rogers. Adam is on a journey of his

own, however, once the ship docks in Havana - he goes out alone in search of a man who can give

him information about the father Adam has never known. Adam's character develops and matures

in Captured in the Caribbean from how he acted in The Smuggler's Gambit enough that it is

believable, but not too much. The twist near the end got me - I had guessed a different outcome for

Adam and his father's family. A great read, and well worth your time.

Sara Whitford has done it again!"Captured in the Caribbean" immerses the reader in the 1760s, this

time in Cuba! The author has a masterful ability to capture a time period. Her extensive research is

evident but not overwhelming; it enhances the story and brings history to life.The plot is entertaining



and engaging, chock full of plot twists and surprises. It is also populated by characters you either

love or hate. Time and again I found I couldn't put this book down.This is a great book for anyone

interested in the Colonial Era. I finished it in no time at all, and I look forward to the next book in the

series!

I liked the waySara tied both Adam Fletcher stories together. It was fast paced with plenty of action

with twists and turns. If you liked the first book you have to read this book. Can't wait to read Sara's

next Adam Fletcher adventure.

I enjoyed reading this second book in this series. I took it with me on vacation and it was hard to put

down. Excited to know there will be a 3rd book and can't wait to see where Adam's adventures will

take him next!! I have even gotten family members hooked on the book series and asking if I knew

when the next one will be released.

After having read the first in the Series of the young Adam Fletcher I was absolutely left wanting

more!!! I love that it is so historically accurate in it's time setting and the fact that I actually am a born

and bred Carolina Coastal Gal bout an hour away from Beaufort that loves reading about her States

historical times of yesteryear ;) Now to try and stay busy until the Third adventure arrives in

2016...I've been telling everyone I meet that they should buy these novels!!!

Fast paced and fun to read. Story was well developed, interesting and almost made you feel like

you had slipped back into the 1700's Cuba.I'll have to get the rest of the series and see how it all

turns out.
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